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In the present paper, a summation formula of a general triple hypergeometric 
series P’(x, y, c) introduced by Srivastava [lo] is obtained. A particular case of 
this formula corresponds to a result of Shah [7] involving KampC de Feriet’s 
double hypergeometric function which can further be specialized to yield summa- 
tion formulas of Srivastava [l I] and Bhatt [2] for Appell’s function F2 . 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A unification of Lauricella’s fourteen hypergeometric functions Fl ,..., F14 
of three variables [5, p. 1141, extended the FK function of Sharma [8, p. 6131, 
and the additional functions HA , H, , Hc (cf., e.g., [9, pp. 99-1001) has been 
introduced by Srivastava [lo, p. 4281 in the form of a general class of triple 
hypergeometric series Ft3)(x, y,z) given by 
F(3) [(U, :: (4; (0 (4: (g); (g’); (g”); 
(W :: t.0; (f’); (f”): (4; (0; (4; x, Y, x 1 
where (a) is a sequence of A parameters a, ,..., a, , and 
A r(aj+n) 
(W), = ?QI qg-. 
For Appell’s function F, [l, p. 141, Srivastava [I l] has obtained a summation 
formula 
~o~t”)F,ke-n,--n;~+ l,a+ l;x,yl 
= (a + l)m+, 
m!(x - y) a 
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where the abbreviation “x + y” is used to indicate the presence of a second term 
that originates from the first by interchanging x and y. Equation (1.2) is a gene- 
ralization of a result of Bhatt [2] 
f (*; y)F,[a, --Y, -9,~ + 1, a + 1; ?Yl 
y=O 
= (a + l)n+1 n,u(x -y~F&? - 1, --n, --n - 1, a + 1, a + 1; %Yl - x =Y (1.3) 
and is a special case of a recent result of Shah [7] 
-f (1 + 4YF(2) b - a, /I: --y; --y; __- x3 Y 
?J=O Y! [ b - a - N: 1 + cu; 1 + cw; 1 
(2 + a - b)N (1 + 4,+1 
= (I + a - b)N n!(b - 1) (x - y) 
b-a-l,p-l:--n;--n-l; 
b - a - N - 1: 1 + a; 1 + “; X? Y --xi+y, 
(1.4) 
where the notation Ft2’ for the double hypergeometric function is due to 
Burchnall and Chaundy [3, p. 1121 in p re erence, f for the sake of brevity and 
elegance, to the earlier one introduced by KampC de FCriet [I, p. 151. 
It may be of interest to point out that formulas (1.2) and (1.3) are not correct. 
The present paper should be viewed both as a correction to the results of 
Srivastava [l l] and Bhatt [2], as well as generalization of the results (1.2), (1.3), 
and (1.4). Our main summation formula involving general triple hypergeometric 
series F@)(x, y, a) is obtained in Section 2 and some particular cases of interest 
are deduced in Section 3. 
2. THE SUMMATION FORMULA 
In a known result [4, p. 1881 
go (I ii 4, ___ q(x) LF’( y) 
(2.1) 
(n + l)! - {L(,)(x) L'"' 
= (1 + a>?z lx -Y) 
n+1 ( y) - L?$(x) L'"'(y)} ?a 7 
if we replace x by xt, y by yt, multiply both the sides by 
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and integrate with respect to t from 0 to infinity by using a recent result of the 
author [6, p. 3721 
.r m &,-(z+tD)tJ& &)t)p%) nl (xt) Lpq yt) dt 
1 (2% + l>n* Pm2 + l>n* r(a +CL) w - PIP@++ @I)! (nz)! qu -k + 4) (z +p)a+u 
x Ft3) 
[ 
a+p::u-p;-;-:--n,;--n&p-k++; x -Y z 
u-k++::-;-;-: 2m,+ 1;2m,+ I;-;z+p’z+p’z+p 1 ’
(24 
where a = X + $, Re(a f II) > 0 and Re(z + p) > 0, we shall arrive at 
i cm + %F’3 a :: b; -; --: -y; -y; c - b; 
y=O Y! c :: -; --; -:a+ 1;ol+ l;-;x’YYz 1 
= (a +lL,l (c-1) 
n!(u - 1) (b - 1) 
x (“-YY)-‘F’3’[ 
a-l::b-l;--;--:--n;--n-l;c-bb; 
c- 1 :: _ z ; -; -:a+ 1;ol+ l;--; 
x, y, 1 
+x+y. (2.3) 
3. SPECIAL CASES 
For a = b - a, b = 8, c = b - a - N, and z + 0, (2.3) reduces to (1.4). 
Note that in the special case when c = b and z -+ 0, (2.3) gives us 
f (a; ‘)F,[u, --y, -~,a+ l,a+ l;x,yl 
V=O 
(a + lL+1 
= n!(u- 1)(x-y) 
F,[u - 1, --n, -n - 1, a: + 1,~ + 1; x,y] + x =y 
(3.1) 
which evidently differs from the summation formula (1.2) given by Srivastava 
[I 11. Another special case of (2.3) follows 
,io (“T y2h --Y, --Y> 1,1; %A 
- (u ‘;r(xly y) F2b - 1, -12, --n -I, 1, 1; x,y] + x +y 
(3.2) 
which is a correct form of Bhatt’s result (1.3). 
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Some more special cases of (2.3) are worthy of note. For x --f 0 and b = a + 1, 
it reduces to 
i (b), --F&, -Y, c - b, c;y, z] 
y-0 Y! 
(b)n+1 (c - 1) 
I [ 
F’2’ a- l,b- l:--n;c-b; 
= n!y(u - l)(b - 1) c- l:b;-; Y, 2 1 (3.3) 
_ F’2 a- l,b- 1:--n- l;c-b; 
c- l:b;-; Y, zf II 
whereas for x + 0 and b = a + 2, it yields 
f tb - ‘h’F’2’ a: 6, --y; c - b; 
Y! c: b - 1; -; 
Y, x 
./=O 1 
- (b- ‘h~+~(‘- ‘l,[u- l,--n,c-b,c- l;y,z] 
n!(a- l)(b- 1)y (3.4) 
-F,[u- 1,--n-- l,c-b,c- l;y,z]}. 
Here FI is Appell’s hypergeometric function of two variables [l]. 
On the other hand, if we use a transformation obtained recently by the author 
in [6] 
F(3) 
u::b;--;--:g--dd;c-bb; x y x - __- - 
c :: -; --; --:g; e; -; z+l’z+l’z+l I 
= (x + ])c-bF(3) 
- ::u,b;--;--:g--f;d;c-u,c-bb; x Y 
c :: -; --; -:g; e; --; z+l,;->-z > I 
(3.5) 
(2.3) would yield 
i (a + ‘)VF(3, -::u,b;-;-:-y;-y;c-ua,c-bb; x V 
~ ?J=O Y! I c :: --; --; -: a+ l;a+ l;--; x+l’zj3-x I 
= (a + l>n+1 (c - 1) x + 1 -~ 
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When x -+ 0 and b = OL + 1 = a - 1, (3.6) reduces to 
i (a- l), -FF3 a,c-a,--y,c-a+l,c;L -po r! [ z+1+ 1 
= (a- l)n+l(c - 1) (z+ 1) 









where Fs is Appell’s function of two variables of third type (cf. [l]), 
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